
The Two Worlds of Marrakech

Liz Brown

Introduction

Some Women of Marrakech1 is an ethnographic film made for
television as part of Granada's Disappearing World series. It is
unique in this series since it is a film about women, made by women.
The film-makers, by virtue of their sex alone, gained access to
people, places and events previously unfilmed. This fact alone marks
it off as having a special interest for anthropologists,2 and it also
evoked a strong response from television audiences who reacted
favourably to this glimpse of a woman's world behind the veil and
the high walls which surround the courtyards of Marrakech. The
film seeks to explore the ways in which women deal with their lives
in this private world away from the public world of men. In the
public world women wear a jellaba and a veil, a tacit acknowledge-
ment that they do not really belong in the wider society; both
Mosque and State deny them access to rights in a society in which
religion is a part of everyday life. In this particular cultural setting,
the emphasis placed on women's solidarity in contrast to their
exclusion from the public world of men allows for a reading of the

1 This is a more detailed version of a paper given at the 1978 British
Sociological Association Conference. I would like to thank Chris Curling,
Keith Tribe and Dai Vaughan for their helpfulness while I was writing
this paper. I would especially like to thank Melissa Llewelyn Davies who
generously shared her knowledge and expertise: without her comments
and criticisms this paper could not have been written. This is not to
imply, however, that the aforementioned share the views expressed, nor
can they be held responsible for the conclusions drawn.

Production details and a shot breakdown of Some Women of
Marrakech appear on pp 95-96 below.

2 The film was reviewed in Rain, the newsletter of the Royal Anthro-
pological Institute n 19 April 1977 pp 7-9
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86 film as bringing together the current interests of feminism and film.3

Some Women of Marrakech thus raises a number of issues. On
one level, as an ethnographic film made for television, it raises the
question of the production constraints and conventions specific
to the Disappearing World series. It stands both as a reference to
films made in the field by anthropologist film-makers, and more
importantly as a textual instance of the television institution.
Further, the convergence of both feminist and ethnographic forms
of explanation allows one to categorise the film as ' feminist ethno-
graphic ' - a label also used by the director. To use such a label
enables one to separate out the different strands and themes in the
film. It is important to stress, however, that this label ' feminist-
ethnographic ' does not assume any essentialist notions of
feminism or of ' ethnographicness '. Heider,1 for example, has de-
ployed the latter notion as the basis for his reading of ethnographic
films. In this case one ends up with an ' attribute grid ' from which
the ethnographic properties of a particular film can be simply read
off. This tendency is not confined to anthropologist film-makers. It
is often those films which purport to reveal the truths of women's
lives which, by showing details of wife-battering or child-birth,
are seen as truly ' feminist'. Here the ' attribute grid ' rests with
the privileged feminine (female) subject, and political statement is
equated with the very process of revelation itself. The shock invoked
in the audience is construed as a concomitant moment of politicisa-
tion; it is therefore insufficient simply to allude to these ' facts ' -
they must be seen in order to be believed. This view promotes
some notion of what constitutes an essential property of a feminist
film, but takes little account, for example, of historically specific
forms of representation, nor of the implications of modes of cir-
culation and distribution of films. Some Women of Marrakech is
here being defined as feminist in relation to the orthodox concerns
and forms of explanation of anthropology. Such a definition thus
rests upon specific conditions of production and not upon any essen-
tial properties of the film per se. Whilst the film constantly deploys
conventional ethnographic ' events ' to motivate the narrative (the
religious celebration, a wedding, an interview about forms of land-
holding) the construction of the ' filmic reality ' rests upon the over-
riding themes of inside/outside = female/male = private world/

3 The film was reviewed favourably by Spare Rib n 56 March 1977
P37
4 "The discussion . . . is ordered around several attributes which are

common to all films, however ethnographic they may be. But each
attribute has some value or values which are more ethnographic than
other value or values. Each one is a criteria for judging the ethnographic-
ness of a film. Taken together, the attributes allow one to make a profile
description of a film, and they provide a basis for saying in what respects
some films are more ethnographic than others.' Heider Ethnographic
Film, University of Texas, Austin 1976 p 46
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public world of Marrakech. The forms of organisation of the image 87.
and of the complex combination of sound and vision effectively
sanction and render a feminist reading as dominant.

The use of the phrase ' filmic reality' in apostrophes here is
designed to emphasise that the forms of reality constructed in this
film are diverse and not transparent; the justification for their use
in this way lies in the general argument developed throughout this
article that the ethnographic cannot function as a simple form of
evidence for feminist arguments except under certain conditions.
It should also be emphasised that this argument questions any
attempts to call upon an ' ethnographic real * as the major basis
for the construction of arguments concerning the social situation
of women and the forms of oppression resulting from specific social
relations. To subscribe to such a view would be to support the kind
of empiricism with regard to sociological and historical evidence
that has been repeatedly criticised in recent years. While ethno-
graphy can be called upon as written or filmed exemplar, it cannot
function as proof — this can only be constituted discursively.

Some Women 0} Marrakech steps outside the boundaries and
conventions of a film about' people of other cultures ' and makes a
statement about all women - whether they be in Marrakech or
Manchester. This aspect of the film has nothing to do with a con-
struction of' stereotypes ' which then come to embody the general
characteristics of a particular type, but rather it is a property of the
commentary: we will see that the explanation carried by the com-
mentary is informed by the concerns and interests of the Women's
Liberation Movement today. It is the commentary that at crucial
moments directs the reading of the image, and it is with the con-
struction of this visual' reality ' that this article is concerned. It sets
out to do two things. Firstly, the film is considered as part of a tele-
vision series and as such is discussed in relation to the evolution of
that series. In general it can be argued that Disappearing World be-
gan by dealing with ' people of other lands and cultures ' in a journa-
listic way and subsequently moved towards a consideration of domi-
nant world cultures in a manner more in keeping with ethnographic
film proper. Some Women of Marrakech exemplifies this latter
tendency. It will be argued that the common denominators of Dis-
appearing World films can be located in the particular constraints
of producing ethnographic films for television rather than in any
common themes or style. Secondly, the article is concerned with
the way in which a particular film - Some Women of Marrakech -
works; how its forms of explanation are mobilised, the manner in
which they are realised visually and aurally. Production problems
are located in relation to the way both editor and director attempted
to realise the dichotomies central to the film's narrative. It must be
stressed that although no film can be simply reduced to the condi-
tions of its production, there are moments at which a considera-
tion of those conditions is crucial to an understanding of a film's
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88 operation. This is particularly important when discussing ethno-
graphic film, for it is only by introducing production constraints
into the arena usually reserved for discussion of representation that
one can begin to talk about film as evidence. It is precisely in the
context of anthropology (and also of history) that film is routinely
deployed as a form of evidence without reference either to its
conditions of production or to modes of representation. For exam-
ple, although there is often a marked difference in content between
films made for anthropologists and those made for a non-profes-
sional television audience, the same filmic imperatives are at work
in both cases. This paper seeks to explore such imperatives both at
the level of the series and at the level of a specific film in that
series - Some Women of Marrakech.

The ' Disappearing World ' Series

The production of the.series has now been brought to a halt; though
no doubt, Disappearing World films will continue to be shown on
television, no more films in the series will be made. This seems
strange when one considers the continued popularity of the series.
As the JICTAR (Joint Industry Committee for Television Advertis-
ing) ratings show, it was exceptionally popular. Moreover, it has
been acclaimed by both television audiences and professional anthro-
pologists; the films are much used in teaching and are sold widely
abroad by Granada. The Annan Report of the Committee on the.
Future of Broadcasting (1977) thought the series, along with World
at War (Thames TV) Rock Follies (Yorkshire TV) and others, were
on a par (in terms of intrinsic worth and prestige) with BBC pro-
grammes of a similar range. This kind of assessment is probably
more important for the commercial television companies than
audience size when they apply to the IBA to re-license. There can
be little doubt that the Disappearing World series has played a
crucial part in the commercial companies' attempt, after the Pil-
kington Report [Report of the Committee on Broadcasting, i960),
to make more ' prestigious ' programmes in competition with the j.
BBC. Since the series is networked it has had and doubtless will
continue to have a wide field of distribution within, as well as out-
side, Britain. Given the popularity and public success of the series,
one is then led to seek an explanation for its cessation in the
production problems which it faced. In the Sunday Times (May 14th
!978 P 5) Peter Lennon points out that during the period in which
the series concentrated on ' primitive tribes * union manning rules
were modified, because it was accepted that a small crew was
necessary to maintain the confidence of the people being filmed.
Thus, crews consisted of director, camera operator and sound
recordist, with no overtime but time off in lieu. Lennon suggests that
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a decision to concentrate on urban dwellers, particularly to make a 89
programme about slum dwellers in Brazil, precipitated manning
problems. It was argued that as the series no longer concentrated
on ' primitive ' peoples, the argument for small crews did not apply.
Consequently the production assistants.insisted that they be includ-
ed in the crew for a proposed Brazilian film. The producer of the
series was recalled from Brazil until a satisfactory arrangement
could be worked out with the ACTT. Lennon implies that since
extra finance could have been made available to resolve the man-
ning problems, given Granada's growing revenue from advertis-
ing (from £4,526,000 in 1977 to £6,310,000 in 1978), the conflict
was actually about sharing of revenue within different departments
rather than union demands. As he points out, a serious, minority
series like Disappearing World is more vulnerable to extinction than
programmes like Coronation Street. Apart from the production
problems specific to the series, it can be argued that in general there
is an increasing tendency in television documentary towards on the
one hand a more journalistic approach, and on the other to a con-
vergence with drama. Although the Disappearing World series — as
its title indicates — began by dealing with threatened peoples in a
manner which raised current and dramatic issues {Last of the Cuiva,
War of the Gods, End of the Road) the series became progressively
more ethnographic in its attempt to introduce a broad sociological
framework into films about particular cultures and peoples. This
process was probably reinforced by growing acclaim from profes-
sional anthropologists, but it clearly shifted the series from its
original orientation and removed it even further from the increasing-
ly popular journalistic documentary model.

Even though the series has gained recognition from professional
anthropologists, there are quite marked differences in terms of pro-
duction between ethnographic films made by anthropologist film-
makers in the field, and ethnographic film made by television crews.
The amount of time spent in the field means that anthropologist
film-makers can develop what have been called ' observational'
techniques of filming. An anthropologist film-maker, moreover, does
not have the same limitations of programme length and can very
often include in the final film most of the footage actually shot.
In fact shooting ratios vary considerably: Granada crews work on
average with a 15:1 ratio, which is not high for television film, but
Jean Rouch,5 for example, has claimed a 2:1 ratio in his films.
Programme length also places specific constraints on ethnographic
film-making for television. The Disappearing World series films are
now between 51 minutes 30 seconds and 52 minutes in length. This
is directly related to programming constraints. The earlier films

5 Jean Rouch works alone in the field, showing and discussing the
films he makes with the people themselves. Cf Principles of Visual
Anthropology ed Paul Hockings The Hague 1975
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90 in the series were shown after News at Ten, and so could be longer.
When the series moved to a prime slot at 9.00 pm, however, the time
limit was determined by the 10.00 pm start of News at Ten so that
52 minutes became the standard length. This limit has its own effects
in the finished film, since only one or two themes can be explored.
In the case of Some Women of Marrakech, for instance, many of the
issues raised by the film could not be dealt with adequately in 52
minutes. On the other hand sometimes material is not sufficient to
maintain interest for almost an hour, and what could be interesting
in a 20 minute slot is stretched to its limits.6 For anthropological
film-makers constraints tend to be financial rather than temporal,
though the two are not unrelated. It was an important aspect of the
series that a good working relationship between director, crew and
anthropologist was necessary. Again this can pose specific prob-
lems for television crews, since an anthropologist working alone is
able to establish contacts and the confidence of the people he or
she is filming alone. Many anthropologists spend months making
films and can deploy techniques and approaches to filming which
are not viable for television crews. The necessity for a good work-
ing relationship connects with the specific problems of making
ethnographic television film and to the practicalities of making a film
in weeks rather than months or years (six weeks was the usual
length of time spent on location filming). The anthropologist is able
to introduce the crew to those being filmed, and the contacts and
friends he or she has established are crucial if the film-makers are
to do more than paint a thin picture of people's lives. There are of
course problems associated with the film-maker/anthropologist
relationship and some anthropologists come to see the finished films
as misrepresenting their fieldwork.7

The fact that Disappearing World films are made for a television
audience has important consequences for the way in which material
is presented. It cannot be assumed that the audience has any prior
interest in watching the films, nor any specialised knowledge of the
type of events to be portrayed. Comparison of ethnographic films
made primarily for professional audiences with similar films aimed
at the non-professional' indicates that those concerned in the
production and exhibition of such films are well aware of the limits
of permissible and comprehensible content for each type of audience.
The implication of television here foregrounds the issue of selectivity
and censorship: the category of television audience operates per se

6 For some remarks on a film's optimum length, see Dai Vaughan
' Space Between Words ' Screen v 15 n 1 1974 pp 83-84
7 As for example in the case of The Kirghiz of Afghanistan televised

in December 1975. For a discussion from an anthropologist's point of
view of the making of a film in the Disappearing World series, see
Andrew Strathern ' Making " Onka's Big Moka " ' Cambridge Anthro-
pology special issue 1977 pp 32-46
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in the exclusion or modification of certain signifieds. For example, 91
a recent Disappearing World film about pastoral nomads did not
actually show the way that the young camels are bled - blood be-
ing a staple food for the group: the information was instead given
verbally. Other factors are also relevant when we consider the
insertion of ethnographic film in the television institution, and
here the appropriation of field data to the visible, to spectacle, is
crucial. Rituals and ceremonies present themselves as eminently
filmable not least because the people involved in them are, by virtue
of their roles in the events already, to a certain extent, acting. The
events of everyday life are always the hardest to represent and it is
no accident that many ethnographic films focus on the most colour-
ful and exotic moments. Rituals and ceremonies not only have a
structure and intrinsic interest which makes them the stuff of
' exciting ' film-making, but they have also traditionally been crucial
areas of interest in anthropological theory. In taking account of a
non-professional audience the Disappearing World series had to
engage with the effects of television exhibition in producing read-
ings which would seize on the texts as spectacle. This was
anticipated at the level of production by attempting to be sensitive
about representations of events which, though normal for those
involved (such as the drinking of camel's blood), could be rendered
violent and exotic when presented with the force that visual imagery
allows.

The use of subtitles is relevant here. Since the use of subtitles has
been one of the defining characteristics of the Disappearing World
series it is pertinent to raise certain points about their use within
the context of the production of ethnographic film for television.
Subtitles allow intonations of voice and statements implicit in sound
and gesture to be communicated without being overriden by the
intervention of a middle class accent.8 It can of course be argued
that such an intervention nonetheless takes place at the level of the
spoken commentary — as we will see in the discussion of Some
Women of Marrakech, commentary works crucially in guiding the
viewer through ethnographic film. Such issues are the subject of
debate for anthropologist film-makers partly, it seems, because of a
tendency to overestimate what can be achieved on the level of
theory through the use of film as a medium. Since the aims are
voiced in terms of notions of ' understanding ' and ' interpreta-
tion ', film tends to be discussed in terms of communication rather
than representation. One of the immediate effects of subtitles is
that they effectively alter the image, rendering it as image with
caption, which has consequences for the way it is read. Further,

8 Hugh Brody's ' Seeming to be Real: Disappearing World and the
Film in Pond Inlet' provides a useful review of a film which does not
use commentary and comments on the commentary/voice-over versus
subtitles debate. Cambridge Anthropology op cit pp 22-31
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92 the interactions and responses of spontaneous conversation tend
to become flattened out in subtitles. It cannot be assumed that a
summary of the words spoken is necessarily the message received
by the audience, nor indeed that it is even necessary for the audience
to know what is being said. If subtitles add to and complement what
is being seen then the emphasis on them tends to deny the specific
effectivity of the visual image. This use of subtitles is related to
the notion that ethnographic film sets out to explain and render
accessible to a television audience an otherwise unfamiliar culture.
Subtitles both summarise and disjoint the spoken word. The con-
tinuation of subtitles can even out a sentence which is spoken and
then revoked: this is most apparent in interview sequences. To use
Some. Women of Marrakech as an example, when one of the main
characters, Aisha, is interviewed about ' women of the troupe ' -
professional dancers who have compromised their honour — in the
subtitles her replies appear to flow evenly though in fact the inter-
view was cut. Aisha's edited response to the question is more reveal-
ing than her unedited reply would have been. However, the sub-
titles effectively disguise this fact of editing.

AH the films in the series are based on a particular working
relationship between director and anthropologist, all involved six
weeks filming on location and budgets of between £30,000 and
£50,000 per film, and all assume a non-professional audience. Since
the films within the series exhibit a diversity of subject matter and
form attempts to view them as undifferentiated constituents of a
television series can have unfortunate consequences. For example,
a letter in Rain (n 18 February 1977 pp 14-15) makes some impor-
tant points about the way in which social anthropologists review
film, concentrating for the most part on content and ethnological
' correctness '. I would disagree, however, with the conclusions
drawn by this contributor that an ethnographic film made for tele-
vision is stamped as a ' fancy piece of television entertainment', a
view which I hope this article will serve to undermine. It is tempting
to allow the notion of the television film to override an examination
of the specifity of the films themselves, and it is equally tempting
to see them as entertainment or as popular television. Whilst it
seems necessary to discuss conditions of production of the series
at a general level the way in which such a discussion can relate to a
notion of specifically televisual modes of representation, of a ' tele-
vision reality' is not immediately clear. The wide and diverse dis-
tribution and use of the series (for example The Peoples' Land about
Eskimos of Pond Inlet, is now being used by the Eskimos in their
fight to reclaim land rights from the Canadian Government), can
be said to be in contradiction with the notion of a ' flow ' of ' tele-
visual reality' and renders a discussion of these films far more
complex than would be possible if they were simply subsumed
under the heading of' films made for television '. Whilst it is impor-
tant to take account of the prestigious/serious factor and the
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entertainment element in the way in which the audience is consti- 93
tuted, the analysis presented below will attempt to show that any
reduction of Some Women of Marrakech to these constraints simply
limits the lessons which may be drawn from it.

The Film: * Some Women of Marrakech '

I
Like most of the other films made for Disappearing World, Some
Women of Marrakech involved about six weeks of actual filming.
The crew went to Morocco twice, the second time to film a wed-
ding and also to get some shots of the streets and men at pave-
ment cafes which were lacking in the first set of rushes: these
were used for the opening shot of the men sitting at a pavement
cafe, crucial to the establishment of the public/private world dicho-
tomy which constitutes the main theme of the film. The problems
of capturing the atmosphere of the streets and public places that
the film-makers encountered relate to the film in two specific ways.
Firstly, the immediate problem for the anthropologist of carrying
out fieldwork in a city raised general difficulties for all those con-
cerned with the film. Secondly, both director and anthropological
consultant wished to emphasise the inside/outside dichotomy which
they saw as central to the consciousness of Islamic women. Various
technical devices were employed in order to realise this dichotomy
in film terms: the film's opening sequence provides a limiting case
(see II below). Both director and editor employed the introduction
as a short-hand summary of the problems and issues raised in the
film. For the director it served as a way of orienting the viewer,
sketching in the men's world and establishing the basic dichotomy
of the film. The editor used this form of introduction as an ' instinc-
tive procedure', a device used to announce the film employing a
few strong contrasting shots to bring out the oppositions, tensions
and dominant themes of the film.

' Such a device can usually be justified in showbiz terms as
" grabbing the audience "; but it may have the more interesting
function of investing certain key images with a quasi-symbolic
significance which will pervade the subsequent material and, without
infringing its autonomy, enable it to be perceived as the mode of
discourse upon its subject.'9

In obtaining suitable footage, film-makers face problems similar
to those encountered by any anthropologist engaged in fieldwork.
Although in a city there is a wide range of material available, it is

9 Dai Vaughan ' Skeleton Diary of a Cut' Editor's Manual National
Film School 1977 p 5
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94 enmeshed within the multiple webs of urban life. Moreover, the
problem is not simply one of finding favourable fieldwork environ-
ments; the filming process imposes its own imperatives. These are
overlaid by a further set of constraints operating in the process of
editing. Although the ethnographic film in its purest professional
form avoids editing other than as a necessary mechanical device
for joining pieces of film, when the ethnographic is inserted within
the context of television documentary, an already established series
of editing conventions which operate to guarantee intelligibility
to, or to limit the range of readings open to, the non-professional
audience is brought into play. An instance of this from the produc-
tion of Some Women of Marrakech arose when the editor decided
to edit one sequence within these classical conventions in spite of
the fact that he would have preferred to employ less conventional
techniques in an earlier sequence which would have drawn attention
both to the artifice of the editing process and the actions of the
leading character. The latter would have been followed through a
continuity of action which would have allowed the other characters
present to shift about in a non-continuity of action. Though this
would have worked well in certain sequences, the key final sequence
in the film — the wedding — was thought to demand the classical
conventions of parallel action, complementarity of eyeline, point of
view shots and unbroken music in order to cohere the combination
of simultaneous events (see IV below). The editor therefore decided
that the use of unconventional devices in the earlier sequences
would disturb the context in which the ' conventional' devices
would later appear, and consequently had to seek other means
of achieving the desired sense of the earlier footage. It is important
to pay attention to the specifity of the editing process: not least
because social anthropologists tend to approach ethnographic
film as a ' faithful record ', simply a pictorial representation of field-
notes, employed as evidence in an analogous fashion to field-work
in the discipline of social anthropology. It is evident, however, that
the process of narrative construction in which the editor inevitably
becomes involved undermines many of the notions of documentari-
ness and ethnographicness that are implicit in discussions of ethno-
graphic film. This also has implications for the often naive faith of
the anthropologist in the veracity of ethnography, in which the
process of writing itself is conceived as the constitutive moment of
ethnographic reality. As mentioned above, the emphasis that ethno-
graphic film places on ceremonies and rituals is in part a product of
the constraints of film-making in unfamiliar surroundings. What is
clear, for example, about Some Women of Marrakech is that expli-
citly social events are required in order to provide convincing foot-
age: thus we have the emphasis on the wedding and the religious
ceremony. Whilst it may indeed be easier for the anthropologist/
film-maker to obtain a better coverage of the stuff of every-day life
in the village situation, the problem nevertheless remains.
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Production Details of ' Some Women of Marrakcch '
First screened
Production
Director
Consultant
Editor .
Camera
Commentary
Sound

26th January 1977
Granada Television
Melissa Llewelyn-Davies
Elizabeth Fernea
Dai Vaughan
Diane Tammes
Marilyn Gaunt
Gill Shepherd

95

Presentation of the Film
Sliol Description
1-2 General introduction showing map and long shot of Marra-

kech with relevant information.
3-5 Introduction to the outside, public world of men - camera

shows approach to city gates then side of a pavement cafe
in the main square of Marrakcch.

6-13 Introduction to the women's world; a party where women
dance, chat, enjoy themselves and entertain each other.

14-18 A visit to the local steam baths, an important event in
women's lives — a woman is seen preparing to go out putting
on her jellaba and veil.

19-23 Out on the streets of Marrakcch a woman is under a ' special
licence' as it were; her jellaba and veil function as a
' portable house'.

24-26 Interview with four wealthy women. They chat about their
lives, what they do all day, and about the troubles of one
of them, a ' co-wife' who, along with the other wives, has
been deserted by her husband for a younger woman.

27 A man walks into a room with a young boy. The commentary
gives general information about the law relating to the
equal treatment of co-wives.

28-30 Interview continues.
31-32 A woman prays in seclusion and relative quiet.
33-39 Introduction to Aisha as she prepares food in the courtyard

she shares with six other families. We are given general
information about her poverty, the jobs she has had, etc.

40 Interview with Aisha in which she explains her desire for a
house of her own.

41-46 Aisha and her friend from the courtyard go to the market
to buy material from a distant cousin of the latter; Aisha
haggles aggressively and gets her bargain!

47 Shot of the market, camera pulls back to reveal the market-
place in Marrakech.

48-59 All-women's religious celebration, where women excluded
from the public world of the mosques and religion worship
their own saints. An analogy is drawn here between these
cults and the non-conformist religions of British history
which also appealed to those excluded from the wider society.

60-61 Interview with Aisha about her ideas of womanhood and
shaykha (professional women dancers).

62-64 Professional troupe preparing for a show - introduction to
Hajiba, a friend of Aisha's.

65-66 Interview with Hajiba, who explains the circumstances which
forced her to become a professional dancer.

67-70 Hajiba and the rest of the group perform for a male audience,
the women sing and dance and the men play musical
instruments.
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96 71 -73 Aisha again in her courtyard preparing food, talking to neigh-
bours who live in the courtyard.

74-78 Aisha and her friend visit a shuwafa (a fortune-teller), as
many women often do in Marrakech, to talk over their
problems.

79-86 Aisha is interviewed in her village and describes the forms
of landholding of her family, mentioning the pieces of land
owned by her sisters, and the land she owns which is worked
by a nephew.

87-91 Mina, the bride in the wedding to follow, is having a henna
party, where her female friends and relatives gather.

92-93 Next morning Mina is prepared for her wedding, is made up
and dressed in a variety of outfits.

94-109 Men's and women's events brought together; men in the
downstairs room and women upstairs; men are entertained by
shaykha whereas women entertain each other.

110-123 Procession of bridegroom to mosque; bride led into bridal
chamber; consummation of marriage and the exhibition of
the bloodstained bloomers.

124-130 The bride has her own party with female guests, and ends
her wedding celebrations, as they began, with her own sex.

131-134 A little girl in a Koranic school recites a prayer; then the
whole class repeat it over the final credits.

II
At the very start of the film we are introduced to the world of
Morocco just as we are introduced to all the other ' worlds ' in the
series. The flow and dissolving of the images of a series of un-
familiar faces and the music that accompanies this visual journey
are typical of the associations the term ' ethnographic film' suggests.
There is a familiarity in these opening credits which nevertheless
promises a journey into different lands. But it is the series of ever-
dissolving faces which summarises the film's raison d'etre: it is the
' people ' themselves who form the subject matter of such films. The
zippy cutting and split images of the Nationwide credits (to take
a relevant comparison) contrast sharply with this flow of
facial statements. Following the opening credits the globe and the
map, another of the conventions of the series, appear.

In Some Women of Marrakech the opening shots are as follows:

Shot
1

2

3

Time*
19

16

20

Description
1 Olde Worlde ' map of
Morocco in full frame;
slow zoom to Marrakech
on map.
VLS of city: man drives
cart away from camera.
LS of city gates of Medina,
camera position on tripod
in middle of road. Slow
zoom to city gates. Man
on moped drives towards
camera, sounds horn,
drives round it.

Commentary [Sound]
Morocco lies on the western
edge of the Islamic world,
washed by the Mediterranean
and the Atlantic.
[Noise of ox and cart.]

In Marrakech the public
places belong to the men
[sound of horn]. Men feel
at home in the streets, the
businesses, the mosques
and cafes,

In these tables shot times are given in seconds.
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In the first shot of the film the map is overlaid with a commentary 97
which gives relevant information in the form of geographic and
historical facts. The camera and commentary move together in
unison. One of the received conventions of documentary has already
been signalled - the privileged status of the commentary. This is
particularly crucial in the construction of the ' reality' of Some
Women of Marrakech; in general the commentary gives ' neutral'
information — facts, dates, times and places, functioning to orientate
the viewer and acting as a guide through an otherwise unfamiliar
series of images. Shot 2 is a postcard-like image, but not of the
' traditional * Marrakech of the tourist industry. In many ways
there is nothing outstanding in these first two shots - they can be
read within the conventions of the series as simply introducing the
theme and place of the programme. These first shots of a ' tradi-
tional ' Marrakech are however crucial in establishing an emphasis
which though not explicitly stated, underlies the rest of the film.

During the approach of a man on a moped driving towards the
camera another piece of ' information ' is given about Marrakech,
encompassed within the flow of the previous facts and apparently
of the same order. The commentary tells us simply that ' In Marra-
kech the public places belong to the men ' - and hence the ' fact'
of patriarchy, of a public world of men, begins its life - confirmed
by the actuality of the visual image.

From this point on the feminist and ethnographic forms of
explanation interact and reinforce each other, though it is the
commentary which sanctions the feminist statement. The examina-
tion of the * shift' in the form of explanation from shot 2 to shot
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98 3 is illustrative of this. However, it would be doing a disservice to
the film to argue that the form of explanation is solely verbal. I
want therefore to offer two further'illustrations of the way in which
a feminist statement is made, in the first case through the com-
mentary, and in the second by the forms of meaning inscribed in
the visual image alone. The film's main theme is, as has already
been mentioned, that of the dichotomy: inside/outside world. In
order that the lives of the film's central characters, Aisha and
Hajiba, could be explored in relation to it, the dichotomy had to be
established in the first few shots. Further, the narrative movement
is motivated by the continuous shift between inside and outside,
private and public, family and strangers. The links are made ver-
bally and visually, and it is in shots 4, 5 and 6 and those immediately
following that the dichotomy is firmly established.

5/ior Time Description Commentary [Sound]
4 18 Walking-track down side places where they mingle

of pavement cafe where with strangers as well as
men in MS/MCU sit friends. Men are expected to
idling, chatting, watching, be sensitive to slights upon
Men at front look to their honour and
camera, some cover their
faces.

5 11 Concealed cut; track in public they cultivate
continues. Fast pan across an air of aggressive virility,
•figures of men grouped at Women belong where they
end of cafe. will not be gazed upon by

strange men,
6 36 Camera follows woman in [Music continues from

MS as she gets up to dance shots 6 to 13.]
then takes position of in private courtyards
guest watching women behind the high walls of
dance. the houses. Women are

subject to their decisions.
Every family in Morocco
is jealous of its honour

7 6 MCU profile shots of two an honour that is
women. determined by its men in the

public world
8 17 MS of woman in 6 dancing, and by the chastity of

its women. Women are
thought, at least by men, to
be sexually irresponsible by
nature

9 . 9 MCU of 4 women - the merest whisper of
' profile ' shot. gossip which casts doubt on

a woman's virtue threatens
the family honour, so
women must manifest
their innocence in a visible
way to the outside world.
They should never meet
nor have contact with men
from other families,
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Shot Time Description
10 9 Camera follows woman

with tray as she hands it
to another woman.

11 9 Concealed cut
continues movement in 10
with second woman, who
passes tray to guests.

12 4 MS woman in 6 dancing.
13 10.5 MCU of woman dancing

amongst group of women
seated around her. Pan to
MCU of children playing,
and to guests around them.

Commentary {Sound'l

so women give parties
for women and the guests
entertain each other.

[Music buiids to a climax
and ends.]

99

In shot 4 the apparently continuous track past the pavement cafe
is a direct confrontation, the ' look ' reversed (in documentary
terms, that is to say, to ' viewer ' not to camera). The techniques
and skills of cinema verite camera-work are deployed to the full.
The men filmed respond directly to the camera, unprepared sub-
jects of the filming process. Without the commentary this shot is
open to many different readings. Some men, reacting to the ability
of the camera to 'capture' their image, cover their faces: others
look embarrassed, though they continue to look into camera, fol-
lowing its movement down the row of seated men; one man stands
up and gestures to the camera, others just look blank. What the
commentary does is twofold. On the one hand, it interprets these
reactions as part of the public hostility and aggression of men -
' in public they cultivate an air of aggressive virility '. On the other
hand, these statements are generalised. They are not about par-
ticular men but about all men in the public world of Marrakech.
These men thus become representatives of men in general, and in a
metonymic movement this one short sequence establishes the wider
society by lifting the image from the specific to the general.

The women in the private world (shot 6) also react to camera,
reinforcing the ' naturalism ' of the previous shot. As the commen-
tary states that ' women belong y/here they will not be gazed upon
by strange men ' the camera gestures with a single, sweeping move-
ment into the world behind the high walls that surround the court-
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ioo yards. This gesture of the camera is a look which is able to see both
' worlds ' and to move effortlessly from one to the other. This
overview of sound and vision establishes the viewer's privileged
position; it is the peculiar ability of the cinematic apparatus to
enable one to see more than those at whom we look. The women's
world is then entered with a prior knowledge of the men's world
(from which these women are excluded) and as the music of the
party begins we enter a world of warmth and non-hostile acknow-
ledgement of the camera's presence. Further, the use of the music
internal to the image plays a crucial role, throughout the film, in
conveying the atmosphere of the ' inside ' in contrast to that of the
' outside ': in away it is as simple as the equation: music=inside,
traffic noise = outside. It has been argued that the use of natural
sound (the noise of the actual people and places) helps to make
an ethnographic film a more ' revealing ' one - and hence ' more
ethnographic '. However, it can be seen (and heard) that in this film
music versus traffic noise actually creates in large part the radically
different atmospheres of the ' two worlds '.

*̂

fl"'

i

The viewer is seeing some women of Marrakech as only their
closest family members and other women see them, without the veil
and free to dance and enjoy themselves with no fear of discredit-
ing their honour and that of their families. In this inside world, the
technical construction of the gaze (camera angles, position, places
of subject) is very different from that of the men's world. From
shot 6 to shot 7 the form of representation of the image is
radically altered, the ' blur' of the fast pan preceding the cut into
the women's world providing the space for the transformation of
the position of the viewer.10 Simply, men are filmed looking direct-
ly to camera as unprepared subjects while women are filmed in
profile, and, when they do acknowledge the camera, they do so
with amusement. The significance of this in terms of the issues

10 The term ' viewer', like that of ' audience' is not being used here
or elsewhere in the paper in a sociological sense in which references
are made to a person or persons as receivers of meaning. This paper
consistently tries to demonstrate how both ' viewer' and ' audience * are
in fact constructed within the television apparatus.
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with which the film is implicitly attempting to deal, and this is a 101
component of its feminism, is that of women presented as spectacle,
as object of the gaze. The image of woman as belly-dancer, as
sensuous and earthy, is constantly repeated. Woman as entertainer
of men and woman as entertainer of other women, these are oppo-
sitions which the film explores, and no more so than in the wedding
sequence. Men do look at women differently and the film confronts
the viewer with this in a way which makes obvious and clear those
differences which have perhaps only been glimpsed before. The
viewer becomes part of these oppositions, for the men's look is also
to camera. Whereas the men were objects to be observed, lined-up
as it were, disunited and alone or in small groups at the pavement
cafe, the women are framed by their spatial relationships with each
other; the camera moves with the women and ' sits down ', moving
to see the dancer at the party. Women's close and tight spatial
relationships express their emotional relationships with each other
and this is stressed and maintained in the framing.

It is in this first glimpse of the women's world that the image/
symbol of belly-dancer is established; especially powerful, when
combined as it is with a commentary which though understated in
its presentation is punctuated and underlined by the undulations
of the music paralleling the movements of the dancer. Although it
addresses the role and status of the family, the commentary is
framed by an emphasis on women's sexuality, which is reinforced
by the image of woman as belly-dancer. The importance of this
image cannot be understated; it pervades the film. A central charac-
ter, Hajiba, is a dancer, and women dance for each other at nearly
all of the events we see. This image already has explicitly sensual
connotations, as has the idea of the harem ' behind the walls '. But
from the beginning these belly-dancing women are not treated as
alienated objects of the gaze. The first glimpse of their sexuality is
in relation to other women - in the next sequence we see women at
the steam-baths where they find their sense of self in their relation-
ships with other women. The relaxed, uninhibited and sensual
atmosphere of the women's world contrasts sharply with the view
we get of Hajiba dancing for men. For Hajiba dancing is a job
which brings her dishonour and makes her a social outcast. The
conventional sexualised connotations of the image of the belly-
dancer are made contradictory by this treatment in the film.

As already mentioned, the introductory shots are crucial in estab-
lishing the existence of the inside/outside opposition, and this has
consequences for the form of ' reality ' realised in Some Women
of Marrakech. One of the key images introduced into the narrative
in shots 1 and 2 is that of a ' traditional' Marrakech. This fore-
grounding of the traditional ensures a consideration of and con-
centration on the problems of women's lives in a Muslim state
where they have few rights and no political influence. The shot of
the city gates (shot 2) is in fact of the gates surrounding the Medina
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102 (the old part of Marrakech where Moroccans live) rather than of the
new, modern French-built town full of Europeans. However, the
notion of a ' traditional' society is itself a problematic one, for it
denies the complexities of social change in its posing of one ' type '
of society against another. The commentary and the early shots
play a crucial role in maintaining the dominance of this key image
throughout the film. They combine, for instance, in an attempt to
suppress such visual evidence of modernity as the bikini-lines evi-
dent at the steam baths, or the wearing of mini-skirts. This is large-
ly an effect of the role of the commentary in ethnographic film where
the viewer is guided through a series of otherwise meaningless
images, unfamiliar and largely unknown. Just as a Tupperware Party
has no visual logic of its own if presented as a roomful of women
busily engaged in buying plastic boxes, so with the parties and cere-
monies of Marrakech. This is not simply a matter of the content,
for what one is dealing with is documentary film, where unlike non-
documentary forms, the viewer has a position in regard to the image
prescribed not by the aesthetic codes written into a particular fiction
film, but by the supposed analogical relationship which the docu-
mentary presents itself as having with reality. In one sequence (shots
41-46) for example, the camera awaits the arrival of Aisha and her
friend as they go shopping in the market. Two possible readings
could be derived from this, differentiated by whether or not they
are made within the semantic system of current cinema verite. The
first implies that this ' shopping trip ' was staged for the camera by
virtue of the coincidence of camera and subject; the second implies
that the shopping trip was so regular that the arrival of Aisha at
this time and place was predictable:

' Anyone who reads the shot within the semantic system of current
cinema verite, where the former is assumed to be permissible, will
absorb the latter as part of its meaning. This will be avoided only
if we can create a context wherein the function of this choice of
camera-position will be to generalise the sense of the shot from
" Aisha goes (=is going) shopping " to " Aisha goes (customarily
goes) shopping ". If I use this shot, I must be sure to set it against
commentary which is itself general in statement.'11

Commentary and image are brought together so that shots are read
both within current' conventions' of documentary usage and with-
in the particular semantic system in which the film operates.

Ill
One of the most dramatic sequences of the film follows an inter-
view with Hajiba in which she tells of her reasons for becoming a
dancer. In the interview Aisha sits next to Hajiba, and her presence,

11 Dai Vaughan,' Skeleton Diary of a Cut' op cit p 3
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Shot
60

Time
67 Aisha

profile

. Description
interviewed in
MCU.

61 59

Slow zoom to CU of
Aisha. Aisha nods in
response to the question.
Concealed cut CU Aisha.

by now well established, serves to authenticate Hajiba's statements;
side by side sit a woman, Aisha, who holds dear the traditional
Islamic ideals of womanhood, and a dancer in a troupe, Hajiba, a
woman who has compromised her own and her family's honour.
The beginning of the interview is as follows:

Subtitles
Question: What's the best
kind of life for a Moroccan
woman?
Answer: A woman should
pray to God and observe our
religion. She should follow
our customs and shouldn't
go out uncovered. She
shouldn't gossip, or try to
set evil on other people.
That is how a woman should
live whether she lives in
Marrakech or in the
countryside.
Q: What about women who
appear in public as dancers?

A: A dancer is someone
who has left her family, she
has no man to support her
and no money. She has no
clothes and no shoes and
nothing good to put in her
stomach. She says ' ugh ' to
life because she has no-one
to care for her. She has to

. live somehow, she has to
earn money.

What is immediately noticeable about Aisha's statement is that it
is contradictory; her ideas of respectable womanhood in the first
part do not tally with her comments about' women of the troupe '
(professional dancers) in the second. However, the statements are
given a unity by the person of Aisha herself who, though respectable,
has been presented as a sympathetic person who herself experiences
material hardships. More significantly, however, it is important to
note that the subtitles give a continuity to the interview, although
it is in fact cut just after the question about professional dancers.
Further, Aisha's statements are general ones, they serve to introduce
the professional dancers that we see in the next sequence, shots
62-64. (At this point we do not know that Aisha and Hajiba are
friends and that Aisha's cousin himself leads the professional troupe
of which Hajiba is a member.)

The viewer is then introduced to Hajiba with a prior knowledge
of the general hardships which force women to compromise their
honour; our view is therefore a sympathetic one which is reinforced
by the established' good faith ' of Aisha herself.

103
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104 Shot Time
62 45

63 63

64 21

Description
MCU of Hajiba pulling
her costume on over her
head. Slow pan along the
line of the group of men
and women cramped
together getting ready for
a show.

MS of Hajiba and group;
slow zoom to MCU of
Hajiba as she puts on part
of her costume; slow pan
along line of dancers/
musicians to man with
violin extreme right of
frame, in MCU; CU of
violin as he tunes it ready
to play.

MS low angle shot of men
in group sitting on the
floor; pan to left of frame
to Hajiba as she puts
hairgrips in a make-up bag.

Commentary
Hajiba and her companions
are dancers or shaykha in a
group led by one of Aisha's
cousins. They perform
around Marrakech and in
the nearby villages. The
women sing and dance and
the men play musical
instruments.
In the busy season for
weddings they may be
working six or seven nights
a week. Professional
musicians are a necessary
part of the most important
social gatherings. But
shaykha - women of the
troupe - inevitably
compromise their reputations
because they perform in
front of strange men and
come to be looked on as
women of easy virtue. Their
freedom from the usual
restrictions are regarded
with
awe for shaykha have
the power to harm a person
who offends them by
performing a special dance
which casts a spell upon
him. But this power does
not protect them from
dishonour and what's more
by dishonouring themselves
they bring shame upon their
families.

By showing the dancers preparing for a show in the cramped sur-
roundings of the room (which opens onto a courtyard) huddled in
a group trying to put their costumes on and get ready, it is made
clear that there is no glamour attached to this life. Throughout this
and the subsequent scenes of the group performing, the MS and
MCU serves to convey this cramped feeling - the frame, like the
room, is crammed with people. Unlike the scenes in the courtyard
with Aisha there is no LS or MS which would permit a view of a
total space. Since in shot 62 there is no view of the audience, the
space may be understood as a dressing room. The emphasis on the
little things, the tuning of an instrument, the putting away of hair-
grips, the adjustment of a sleeve, all underline the spatial tightness
and tedium of preparation for a show.

From this sequence there is a cut to an interview with Hajiba in
which Aisha plays an important role in vouchsafing Hajiba's 'story *:
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Shot Time
65 78

Description
MCU of Hajiba and
Aisha, H. nearest camera
looking slightly to its left.
Hajiba speaks.

66 126 Cut to BCU of Hajiba.

The interviewer says
something to Aisha, the
latter nods and replies;
Hajiba continues,
interrupting.

Pull back to include Aisha,
and Hajiba in MCU.

Subtitles
It's something I had to do, I
had no choice. I do it partly
because of my little brothers
and sisters. I wanted them
to stay together in our
village. I didn't want them
running round after my
father died. If we leave our
land it's like there's no trace
of us left. My dancing helps
the family to stay together.
I gave up my health and
everything.
Q. Hajiba you know what
people in Marrakech say
about dancers, not all of
them are good women -
are they?
A. The day my father died
my elder brother said in
front of everyone at dinner
that I must leave! He threw
my belongings out into the
street, even though I'm
separated from my husband.
He didn't want me around.
He said ' Our father kept the
family together. Now he's
dead so go away and find
your own place to live! '
People told him to let me
stay where my father had
left me. He didn't listen. He
threw my things into
the street. The next day I
gathered up my things. I
left the village and came
here to Marrakech.
Some months later he came
after me with a knife. He
threatened me and said I
was ruining his reputation.
He told me to get out of
town. I was lost. I had
nowhere to turn.

105

I've had no luck in this life
except in my mother. I didn't
choose this path.

They say I'm doing this and
that, but God knows that
I've done nothing bad.
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106 Shot Time Description Commentary
Hajiba weeps and puts her
hand to her face to wipe
her tears. Aisha takes her Interviewer. I'm sorry
hand. Hajiba.
Hajiba continues to weep. Aisha. God willing

everything will turn out
all right.

Aisha and Hajiba hug
each other warmly, they
kiss on the cheek and
Aisha comforts her friend.
As Hajiba sobs, interviewer
speaks to Aisha who
apparently replies. A woman without a man

and without money has to
do whatever she can.

This interview is one of the outstanding moments of the film which
embodies all of the feelings of solidarity, closeness and warmth of
women's relationships with which the film is concerned. It works as
an interview because it presents and represents the three women
(Aisha, Hajiba and the interviewer) as united in their common
understanding of the hardships which women alone in Marra-
kech face. The interviewer is obviously sympathetic both in
her tone and in her one subtitled statement: ' I'm sorry Hajiba * -
this is important as a signal of the close feelings amongst the
women. Clearly much of its authenticity has to do with the fact
that through the conventions of the cinema verite interview we are
seeing ' before our eyes ' a woman of Marrakech telling the ' truth *
of her life. Aisha nodding agreement with the interviewer, Hajiba's
presence in ' profile', the presence of the interviewer off camera
but nonetheless evidently committed to the problem of these
women.

With Aisha's last statement in the interview, and with the sound
of Hajiba's sobs there is a sharp cut into a BCU of Hajiba as a
dancer — the image is combined with music to which she moves her
head. This shot, following immediately after the interview is a
startling one: in context, Hajiba's expression is readable as one
of pain and emotional stress. Were it not for the music of the
group this shot might stand as an intimate insight into the sorrows
of her life. No commentary links this shot with the interview, and
the emotional, intimate atmosphere of the last shot of the interview
is neither lost nor undermined by preceding a scene of Hajiba's
dancing and singing. Our ties with Hajiba and her role as important
character are maintained by the BCU. As transition from the specific
to the general it encapsulates the sorrow of Hajiba's interview
whilst at the same time allowing the transition to be made. There
is no commentary throughout this sequence (shots 67-70), it is
presented as a visual summary in its own right. In it %ve see not
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only the dancers but also the audience; we now realise that the
group's changing room is in fact also the room where they are
about to perform and they are being watched by groups of men
sitting on the floor and lined up in the courtyard. The use of MCU
and MS again creates a feeling of being cramped; the spatial rela-
tions between people are mediated by the tightness of the rooms'
boundaries and their proximity to the camera.

107

6j 68

Again the men are looking more or less directly to camera, but
this time it is the reverse angle of Hajiba's look - we see as she does
a group of men and boys staring, some bemused, some merely in-
terested, but all grouped together staring at her and her fellows.

Shot Time Description
67 8.5 BCU of Hajiba as she moves from side to side in rhythm

with the music, as it starts up.
68 24 MCU low angle shot of men sitting on the floor to right

of frame watching Hajiba, they are clapping in time to
the music and her movements. Camera tilts up to include
Hajiba and the group; Hajiba is singing and dancing: the
others in her group push round her trying to find enough
space to perform — they ail move nearer camera which
is apparently positioned in the middle of the room
between the group and the men lined up in the street.

69 14 MCU of one man in audience, he looks vaguely bored
and pulls his eyelid and picks his nose. Pull back to
MCU of him and men and boys around him; slight pan
to his left.

70 5 Low angle shot of Hajiba, MLS from position of man
sitting on floor; Hajiba finishes her song and smiles
adjusting her outfit, seeming not quite sure of herself.

This section of the film (shots 60-70), coming as it does at the
beginning of the second half, is itself an introduction. Not only is
the viewer introduced to a new character, Hajiba, but a new image
of women is presented. Hajiba, unlike Aisha, is not a respectable
woman in terms of the conventions and mores of Marrakech. The
lives of women in the ' outside ' world - outside the family, out-
side respectability - are looked at through the character of
Hajiba, and the already established key image of woman as dancer
acquires a new dimension. Hajiba dances not for pleasure, as do the
other women we have seen, but for money. Entertainment for her
has a different meaning, one far removed from the notions of enter-
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108 tainment of the ' inside ' world. In dancing for men Hajiba has com-
promised her honour, whereas in dancing for women she could only
have expressed her own enjoyment and sensuality. This theme plays
an important part in the wedding scene, a moment at which the
oppositions previously stated are clarified and reinforced and
Hajiba's acceptance of and friendship with Aisha furthermore under-
lines the theme of women's close social relations. Aisha's crucial
role in the narrative and the forms of her introduction situate her
as a representative of all women in her position. Aisha offers Hajiba
a support which the latter cannot find in a male world which is
harsh to her. The women's world then, embodied in the persons of
Aisha and Hajiba, is presented as one relatively free of tensions and
conflict. What tensions there are, such as Aisha's gossiping neigh-
bours, are presented as products of a male-defined society in
which poverty prevents the realisation of the ideal of family
seclusion.

IV
An illustration of the argument presented in this article is pro-
vided by the wedding sequence near the end of the film. In this
case an orthodox ethnographic ' event' is overlaid with a commen-
tary which effectively confirms the privileged status of the feminist
reading. Men's and women's worlds are brought together, literally
under one roof, and classical conventions of documentary (point of
view shots, parallel action and eyelines, music in ' real' time) main-
tain the coherence of an otherwise disparate set of images. As we
will see, each cut is motivated by a look, gesture, commentary, or
a standard point-of-view shot. A coherent space is established in
which the viewer is orientated in relation to the two worlds
embodied in the two parties - the men's (downstairs) and the
women's (upstairs). The wedding restates the already established
inside/outside, private/public dichotomies in a sequence (shots 87-
130) which is heavily marked as the dramatic finale of the film. The
invocation of the wedding signals the resolution of the ethnographic
narrative while simultaneously foregrounding the theme of women's
sexuality at various levels — visually as belly-dancer, as object of
the gaze in the men's world; aurally via commentary, conversation
and sound internal to the image.

The concern of anthropology proper would be with the prepara-
tions for the wedding, ie social and economic transactions such
as the form and amount of the dowry, the processes involved in
choice of Mina as wife and interactions between the bride's natal
kin and her affines. Although such points are alluded to (Mina's
henna party, the fact that she is marrying an electrician from the
city - her mother's brother's son - and is happy to be living near
her mother) the two wedding parties are developed to provide the
filmic space for the elaboration of the male/female opposition. This
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is realised at a number of different levels. Hajiba, by now a well 109
established character, is present at the wedding with her troupe.
Although she is hard to spot in the film, she has come to repre-
sent dancers in general, so that identification may be made with
all women of the troupe whether or not Hajiba herself is specifically
recognised. The key image of the belly-dancer is deployed in the
different contexts of male and female worlds so that the movement
from one space to another represents, and parallels in spatial terms,
the private/public division. As in the opening shots of the film the
' hostility ' of the male world of the street cafe is strongly evoked,
with men sitting alone or in pairs, framed singly in close up or in
small groups. Shot 5 for example, could be encompassed within the
opening tracking shot of the cafe (shot 4) without disruption. Up-
stairs, the women frame the bride within the film's frame; there
are lengthy close-ups of Mina and details of the wedding prepara-
tions are shown; the close-ups of men show them staring blankly,
either directly to camera or disinterestedly out of frame. The visual
unity of the women's world then serves to represent the unity and
solidarity between women. Downstairs women are in a world apart,
their social distance from the women dancers with whom they share
spatial proximity makes the situation of the shaykha even more
striking. Although they appear to be having a ' good time ' Hajiba's
earlier testimony of her life undermines this appearance. One man
makes a grab for Hajiba's breasts, a woman is placed on a small
table and dances to order (shot 101); two men seated on the floor
stare at a dancer's belly. Though enjoying the spectacle they appear
slightly embarrassed by her gaze as she turns to camera and directs
her look to an audience now participating in the men's world. In the
following breakdown of shots 92-109 we will see how the contrast
and convergence of the two worlds is realised. In the editing, parallel -
action, complementarity of eyelines, point-of-view shots, shots moti-
vated by a look or verbal gesture, are mobilised to this end.

Shot Time Description Commentary [Sound]
92 21.5 BCU of Mina (bride) being [' The following day' (over

made-up by her female shot 91)] at about ten p.m.
friends. the bride is taken to an

upstairs room in a house
rented by the groom. This
is the night when the
marriage will be
consummated. The ceremony
celebrates the bride's change
of state, the loss of her
virginity as much as the
marriage bond itself.
Throughout the evening

93 22 MS of Mina as friends she is dressed in the variety
dress her, moving around of outfits which make up
her and arranging her her trousseau, but she is
outfit. only on show to her female

friends and kin. Downstairs
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Shot Time Description
94 5 CU of seated man looking

up at man joining him to
sit beside him.

Commentary [Sound!
in the courtyard the friends
and relatives of the groom
arc arriving to celebrate the
occasion with

92 94

95 6 CU of man looking
blankly to camera, pan to
his right to another man
seated and similarly
framed.

96 7.5 CU of two men seated on
floor in 45 degree profile;
man on left of frame
talks to someone out of
frame, both are smiling.

97 9 Dancer left of frame
foreground in MCU,
camera just below her
eye-level takes in two men
and others seated along
wall. The two men watch
her belly-dance for them,
smiling sheepishly; she
turns her gaze from them
to camera, continuing her
movements.

98 15 Dance troupe with Hajiba
left of frame in MS,
crowded together dancing,
singing.

a party
men and women guests are
separated at this stage of the
proceedings but men

don't dance for each other
and they are entertained by
shaykha.

[Throughout next shots
music, clapping, ululating
continues.]

97

99 29 Upstairs. Pan from MLS
of Mina surrounded by
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Shot Time Description Commentary [Sound] v •
two lines of women guests;
pan across to two women
leaning into room on
window ledge, they talk
to others in room, look
briefly at camera; pan
back to shot of Mina
laughing.

100 11 Shot from balcony across
to other side, people lean
over watching dancers
below; tilt down to dancers.

100 100a

101 22 Downstairs; dancers
observed from above camera
now at their level. Aisha
moves across frame, man
makes a grab for Haiiba's
breasts; a man with hands
to mouth shouts to people
above and a scarf floats
down to be tied round the
neck of a dancer who is
standing on a small table.

102

102 7 Upstairs; Woman in blue
standing in middle of two
rows of women adjusts her
hip scarf dancing to music;
looks over her shoulder
off-frame.

103 4 Woman on table similarly
dances, moving her hips in
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112 Shot Time

104 15

Description
a parallel motion to dancer
in 102. Dancer in MS, man
clapping standing frame left.
Upstairs; woman (as in
102) continues dance;
she goes to walk out of
frame as a woman walks
past her.

Commentary [Sound}

[Music stops momentarily]

105

106

Downstairs; shot of troupe
and guests, camera slightly
higher than eye level;
violinist centred with bank-
notes in hat as people
around him clap, he jumps
up and down as music
builds to a climax.
Shaykha in MS dances
looking up off-frame.
Woman dancing facing
her right of frame.

106 107

107 5 Upstairs; woman pulls a
friend on to the floor to
dance.

108 10 Man in 98 framed again
left, troupe sings and
music builds to climax. Man
right of frame, slightly to
back, as in 101, shouts to
someone on balcony.

109 22 Upstairs; as in shot 99.
Move into CU of Mina.

[Music ends]
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Thirteen of these shots (97-109) carry no commentary even though 113
they formulate a complex set of statements about the men's and
the women's parties, but by this time, of course, many of the images
are familiar. More importantly the position of the camera pro-
vides its own commentary since by virtue of its role in the inter-
change between upstairs and downstairs it effectively stands on
and establishes the boundary of the two spaces/worlds. This can
be illustrated with reference to shots 99, 100 and 101: from the
point-of-view shot (100) across the balcony, virtually a reverse of
99 and the tilt down to the courtyard below, observing from above
the scenes already shot from the courtyard (shots 97-98). The
camera's role in this spatial interaction is further motivated by the
look off-frame and by the shout (cf. shots 101, 102, 106, 107)
addressed from the men's to the women's world, which, in hailing
the latter, foregrounds the distance between them. In shot 96 for
example, we descend to the courtyard and see men looking up, re-
affirming the distinction between the two zones while uniting them
in a look while a scarf floats down to be tied on a dancer by two
men. We then cut back to upstairs, where a woman gets up and is
dancing for other guests; first we see her from behind (shot 102)
and then she turns and looks past camera. On this we immediately
cut to the downstairs party again (shot 103) where increasingly
frenzied dancing surrounds the camera. Shot 106 cuts to one of the
female dance troupe, framed on her own looking up towards the
space of the women's world; the calmer world of the women's party
is entered as one guest pulls another to her feet. Shot 109 completes
this series of uncommented shots with a shot which is almost a
replica of 99. This stage set of bride-framed-by-guests can be said
to represent the solidarity of the women's world. The sharp, quick
cutting which accompanies the building musical climax of the party
is calmed by the longer shots of the bride, the close-ups and slow
pans to Mina. In the women's world all spatial relationships are
clearly positioned;, it is the pan from bride to guests and back
again to bride, the pull back to full view of bride and guests, which
constantly restates a visual closenessand solidarity. Downstairs, on
the other hand, men and women move about the room in an un-
structured manner, at times close together, at others singled out,
apart. In this ' male ' space relationships are haphazard and have no
internal logic apart from that imposed by the entertainer/audience
relationship. This is a property of the framing and of the fact that
the camera always looks down from the women's world upon the
world of men. In the sequence the women's world has the overview,
as the balcony shot of the troupe (shot 100) illustrates. Moreover,
just as the particular conventions of editing deployed in this
sequence have repercussions for the rest of the film, so if the initial
device of constructing the male/female opposition had not been
firmly established, this sequence could be read as no more than an
effective rendering of two connected wedding celebrations.
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i i 4 Commentary comes into play at the point at which the visual
images are no longer self-explanatory; the wedding takes on a
less familiar form, both in terms of images and actual proceedings.
Events leading up to the consummation take on a more ' exotic'
quality as the bride is led to the bridal chamber to await the groom.
Subtitles signal the different attitudes of men and women as they
await the successful completion of the consummation. As the women
sing ' Oh. What happiness on this day, my sister, my friend' the
best man leads the awaiting crowd in a chorus of' Victory! Victory! *
Apart from the interview with Aisha and Hajiba, most of the state-
ments women make about their lives and attitudes to men and to
other women occur in the form of songs or chants which are sub-
titled. The sounds of the party, music, ululating, clapping, are de-
ployed to provide a ' real' time background and to underline the
visual image. As the parallel action of moving hips in shots 102-104
takes place both women are surrounded by a clapping audience. In
the crowded frame of the men's party this lacks the gentler quality
of the clapping of the women's dance, it becomes yet another of the
claustrophobic boundaries imposed by men upon the shaykha, and
by implication upon all women. The position of camera upstairs
means that action takes place around it, it is part of the social
interchange of dancing, smiles and friendly gestures. Downstairs
dancers move about in front of the camera so that as in shot 103
they are looked at and the camera is not acknowledged. This dif-
ferential interchange between viewer and viewed is marked as our
closeness and identity with the women's world is reinforced on
entering the bridal chamber itself. Mina and two friends smile
shyly in their acknowledgement of the camera's presence; here one
sees a response quite different from that of the men.

The sequence of the wedding party finishes with the camera's
movement into the space of the bride and guests to a MCU of Mina;
the frenzy of the dancing ends, as it began, with a shot of the bride,
calm and smiling throughout. Whilst the party shows Mina sur-
rounded by fellow women, the commentary takes over as she is led
to the bridal chamber. Mina the woman is now presented as Mina
the bride, awaiting her groom. The commentary gives details of the
proceedings once again in an ' objective ' manner. We are told near
the end of the sequence:

' When she marries, a woman crosses the boundary between two
families, her father's and her husband's. Her position is ambiguous
and potentially powerful. So, the defloration of the bride is made
much of. Every wedding re-enacts the drama of men's control over
women's sexuality and fertility. Virginity becomes a public matter
to be demonstrated to the whole world.'

The procession to Mina's mother's house exhibiting the bloodstained
bloomers underlines, to a western audience, the ethnic veracity of
such an analysis of marriage for women in Marrakech. However,
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T
even though there is something ' exotic' in such actions, and in
Mina's doll-like appearance as she is led out to receive gifts from
her female friends - ending the event as it began with members of
her own sex - Mina is also part of a changing world. This world, like
our own, requires that women go out and find employment. For
women like Mina and Aisha the threat of poverty forces them to
leave the traditional world and ideals. It is stated by the commentary
that in fact the ' psychological independence ' from men gained in
the traditional all-female world will serve women well in the public
world of men. Here there is a contradiction, with which the film
attempts to deal, between the positive portrayal of women's soli-
darity and the social relations of which this is a consequence. How-
ever, such a contradiction could remain contained within the ethno-
graphic event of the wedding as marking the film's end. That it does
not do so decisively privileges the feminist reading, and shifts the
film outside the boundaries of an ethnographic discourse, marking
the film as ' feminist-ethnographic'.

V
It is significant that one reviewer (Rain, op cit) reacted by seeing
the film-makers as at the same time ' horrified' and ' envious '
of women's lives in Marrakech. However, the paradox is rather to
be seen as an aspect of the boundaries set up by the inside/
outside dichotomy, which is reinstated as the dominant discourse
in the final sequence (shots 131-134) in which a little girl recites
a prayer:

' In the name of God the compassionate, the merciful/Men have
authority over women because God has made the one superior to
the other and because they spend their wealth to maintain them.
Good women are obedient/In the name of God, the compassionate,
the merciful.'

And so, the association of women with male domination is forcibly
stated as the prayer continues, recited by the whole class, over the
credits. This provides the clearest statement in the film of the form
in which the women's world is constituted. It also emphasises that
the main argument of the film is a feminist one, drawing on the
issues and concepts raised by the Women's Liberation Movement,
although relying on the ethnographic format to provide a guarantee
of' truth' and reality of the feminist argument.

The subordination of ethnography as a simple form of evidence
to a feminist argument should nevertheless not be taken as a deroga-
tion of the film's significance as a feminist/ethnographic statement.
There are, it is clear, a number of points at which the film offers no
particular position or argument. Thus, for instance, while we are
informed that Aisha has to go out to work and that her husband is
an unskilled labourer, we never actually see her or anyone apart
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n 6 from Hajiba and the fortune teller at work outside the home. Or
again, while the film as a whole revolves around a distinction be-
tween the public world and the private world, women are never seen
with their families (husbands or children) in the context of the
private/inside world. The representation of Marrakech as a male-
dominated society fails to differentiate between distinct levels of
that society. Whereas early on in the film a group of wealthy
women are presented as sharing common ground with Aisha, it is
quite clear that the ' world' that they inhabit is distinct from
Aisha's. It is these gaps of insufficiencies, however, which permit
the undifferentiated patriarchal world of Marrakech to be con-
structed as a means of conveying certain arguments within the
limitations of time and audience in the Disappearing World series.
The film per se cannot be read as evidence for the existence of a
' real' patriarchal world without encountering quite serious limita-
tions and qualifications. This must be stressed, given that the use
of the term ' patriarchy' in many contemporary discussions goes
no further than a simple conception of male rule over females. The
apparent lapses in the film, where this inside/outside, female/male
association fails to adequately mesh, are the effects of the in-
adequacy of the concept of patriarchy as a principle of organisa-
tion and explanation in the film.

For an anthropologist, the uni-dimensional representation of the
social relations in the film would appear to be a defect: there are
allusions to the status of women as property-holders, the exchanges
constituting the wedding are hinted at, and the role of women in the
family is illustrated in the case of Hajiba, but none of these is de-
veloped. In the case of Hajiba this underdevelopment is marked: the
difference between brother as sibling and brother as head of house-
hold is decisive in her life, since it is the latter who excludes her
from the family: but for the inside/outside, female/male world,
social distinctions are obliterated by distinctions of gender. The
use of a patriarchal model, signalled from the beginning in the
commentary, to organise the film means in effect that the ethno-
graphic material that is deployed is subverted, since the use of this
model renders opaque the complexity of kin relations and forms of
property holding. This, as well as other professional criticisms of
Some Women of Marrakech, tend to foreground its status specifi-
cally as television. For example the commentary in such a context
operates to motivate an ethnographic image which, within the con-
straints posed by television programming and a non-specialist
audience, must of necessity operate at a general level. Television
ethnographic material in a" culture ' slot implies an injunction to
make the world presented intelligible.

The all-woman crew were permitted entry to places which had
never before been filmed. In fact the ' inside world' is in many
ways a discovery, in film terms, made by the makers themselves. This
has two consequences: it enables the programme to be advertised
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as particularly exotic and interesting precisely because of this ' dis- 117
covered world '; it also rather paradoxically means that the footage
taken in the * inside world ' is ' real ethnography ' in the anthro-
pologist's sense, since it is material previously uncollected. It might
be argued that the film works to place this ' inside world' within
a larger social framework, subjecting it to an analysis that breaks
down previous stereotypes of ' women of the harem' as sexual
creatures divided among themselves. It is this analysis which marks
one of the points in the feminist form of explanation, in that it
inscribes the argument that conceptions of women prevalent in
Western culture are constructed by men, and only accepted by
women by virtue of the continued dominance of men over them.
This is stressed in the closing sequence where the recitation of this
domination is placed in the mouth of a little girl who is being
' taught' the statements by a male teacher. The process of' revela-
tion ' of reality which is inscribed in the ethnographic notion of the
film is undercut by the commentary which states the nature of the
inside/outside world in terms of a concept of patriarchy. The reason
for this could be said again to be related to the specific character
of the film as a television programme, in which the address of the
film itself is maintained firmly by direction and motivation from the
voice of a (female) commentator. However, when this commentary
is read as one to an ethnographic film, problems arise in that it
seems to fail to provide the information which would usually be
expected of such a film.

It may be suggested then that the feminism of the film resides to
a great extent in the visual evidence offered for the general state-
ments of the commentator. For different audiences, however, the
relation between commentary and image is divergent, and it must
be noted that any simple appropriation of the image as evidence
for the words of the commentary fails to take proper account of the
ambiguities of the film-text, and also neglects to consider the limita-
tions imposed on the construction of the film by its conditions of
production.

This article has attempted to take account of such limitations
and constraints in a consideration of how a particular film works
as both ethnographic evidence and feminist statement. The points
of convergence of the feminist and the ethnographic are, as we
have seen, problematic; in order for the ethnographic to function
as a form of visual evidence for the feminist statement the ' real '
events are summoned to the aid of a male/female dichotomy. It is
at this point that anthropologists site the film's weaknesses. How-
ever, far from signalling the limitations of a feminist statement,
the film highlights the inability of such ethnographic moments to act
as a vehicle of interpretation; other cultures cannot simply be
transmitted along a neutral conveyor belt. As many ethnographic
films and monographs illustrate, anthropologists have been well
practised fence-sitters. It is therefore to the credit of Some Women
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n 8 of Marrakech to have taken a position in relation to its subject
matter explicitly informed by a concern for the liberation struggles
of all women. The two worlds of Marrakech can then be sited in two
differentiated readings of the film as well as in the dichotomies inter-
nal to the film itself. It is important to stress that the film raises
issues of representation and evidence which cannot be dismissed as
residing either in its feminist or ethnographic elements. It is clear
that any film which attempts to undermine conventional stereo-
types of women is in danger of constructing counter-arguments
which produce yet another mode of classifying women as uniform
female persons. To a certain extent Some Women of Marrakech
falls into this trap. This article, however, has been concerned to
illustrate that the reasons for this are complex and cannot simply be
placed as residing in its feminism. It is only by considering the film
in relation to its production constraints that such reductionism
can be overcome; in this way the combination of * feminist-ethno-
graphic ' can then be understood as constituting a specific form
of argument within a particular institutional setting.

Some Women of Marrakech and the other films in the Disappearing
World series are available from: The Scottish Central Film Library, 16
Woodside Terrace, Glasgow G3 7XN.

Films are distributed within the UK only and a full list of films
available on hire can be obtained from the above address or: The Royal
Anthropological Institute, 36 Craven Street, London WC2N 5NG.
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